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THE RELIGION OF EVERYDAY LIFE:
AN ETHNOSCIENCE INVESTIGATION INTO THE CONCEPTS OF RELIGION AND MAGIC.

W. E. A. van Beek

1. THE PROBLEM

The empirical study of religion is haunted by a plethora of concept-
ions and pressuppositions deriving not from the phenomena studied but
from the chairborne division of theoreticians and theologians.
Classification of religieus phenomena still follows the lines set by
students of religion in the nineteenth Century; catégories such as
prayer, sacrifice, divination and magie are centuries old, deriving
ultimately from the analysis of classical and Hebrew religion.
Though their origin does not necessary invalidate them, their général
applicability still has to be proved. In this paper we shall try to
c'Iarify one pair of those concepts, i.e. thé age-old distinction

between religion and magie.
Prof. van Baal, among others, has applied himself to this problem

in his inaugural lecture, "Magic as a Religious Phenomenon" (Van Baal
1960, 1963). In this lecture he demonstrated why thé fields of magie
and religion should be considered as one logically cohérent phenomenon,
giving ample proof of thé fundamentally religious character of raagical
rites. In a later publication (Van Baal 1966), the term "private rites
has been used, but it has since been abandoned because of limited
applicability. The awkward expression "magico-religious" indicates
similarity between the two concepts but as it sheds no light on the
internai division of the field, it is too easy a way out of the

problem.

2. METHOD

Mithin the field of comparative religion Van Baal has always upheld

H
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the banner of empirical research. With Van Baal I consider the unit
of analysis and comparison to be a religion, instead of all kinds of
concepts and classifications from western scholars with their
inévitable ethnocentric bias.' Religious concepts should be rooted in
empirical study. Intensive field research is needed in order to
arrive at valid religiographies embedded in the total cultural context
of each particular religion. In any description of religion, the
interprétation by the bearers of that particular culture should be
taken into account. Though the analysis may be done by an outside
investigator, the meaning and relevance of religieus'activities and
concepts are to be discovered within the religion itself.

Therefore we shall analyse the conceptual system of a religion as
a whole, with its own classification of religious activities, in
order to discover, first whether the field of religion is subdivided
in any way relevant to the problem of magie and religion and, second,
what hypotheses this division implies about their relationship. For
démarcation of the whole field we will use the définition of religion
formulated by Van Baal: "all explicit and implicit notions, accepted
as true, which relate to a reality which cannot be verified empir-
ically" (Van Baal 1971: 3). This définition, though idealistic in
the emphasis, leaves enough room for an analysis of ritual behavior,
and, as Van Baal has shown, includes magi cal rites.

The approach best suited to this problem seems to be ethnosoienae,
or forma'1 zemantia analysis. In the confrontation of native
classification with catégorisations from outside, ethnoscience methods
have the advantage of starting from those classifications relevant to
the informants. It also has developed a rigorous method for internai
validation of Systems of classification. In ethnoscience terminology,
our problem is one of contrasting the erna catégories of religious
activities in one particular religion with the etia catégories of
religion and magie. '

Ethnoscience analysis dépends heavily on language data, as it
entai Is a formal semantic analysis of the organisation of the native
terms; hence the major part of our analysis will be concerned with
these native lexemes.

3. DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE SEMANTIC DOMAIN.

We will analyse here the religious system of the Kapsiki and Higi
in North Cameroon and Northeastern Nigeria.3^ In the Mandara mountains
on the northern border of Nigeria and Cameroon, the Higi-Kapsiki
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tribe consists of a loose conglomerate of highly autonomous villages,
each of which is characterized by its terri tory and its own set of
village-specific patriclans. Inside the village the virilocal polygynous
nuclear family forms the basic unit of society. This family, rht, is
fully autonomous and privacy permeates Kapsiki culture. Constraints
from other people, including the village chief, never exceed the level
of advice, even i f backed by respect for the office holder.

The domain of religion is composed of several parts in Kapsiki
thought. The 4 relevant catégories are (the labels are ours):

1. Lexemes indicating ritual action;
2. Lexemes indicating objects used in religieus behaviour;
3. Lexemes indicating non-human individuals;
4. Lexemes indicating aspects of human beings. '

Not all four semantic subdomains partaln to the problem posed. As our
purpose here is an analysis of religieus activities, we have to con-
centrate on the catégories or subdomains l and 2. The lexemes under
3 and 4 either indicate genera! characteristics of people such as
"misfortune", "soul", "taboo" (these are shorthand translations of
course) or form an inventory of more or less supernatural beings,

human or non-human.
In order to demonstrate thé semantic dimensions we will analyse

thé ways in which thé terras differ from each other. To facilitate
reading, the terms have been given a translation label, but as trans-
lation forms one of the key problems in religiography (Evans
Pritchard 1956: vi, vu), one should beware of attaching too much
value to thé labels. The semantic value of a term can only be seen
in thé ways it contrasts with other terms in thé same semantic domain.

LEXEMES INDICATING RITUAL ACTION:

geske (^estival)

vernc (feast)

ha ("chasing Oeath")
la (year festival)
guet a (mâle initiation)

makwa (first marri âge of a girl)

peli va (rain rite)

Rhometlo (part of makwa)

dzerhe melt ( to sacrifice)
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mpisu (to spit on someone, in order to bless)

bedla (to curse)

LEXEMES INDICATING OBOECTS USEO IN RELIGIOÜS BEHAVIOR

(niedicine - médical and médicinal)
batyja (protective medici ne)
shafa (bundie of objects used in swearing oaths)
maketlaketla (protective medicine)
rheueredlea (protective medicine)
sekwa (oath-binding mec'icine)
r>blaza (medicineholder for any kind of medicine)
feeße (médicinal plant species)
ha^edle (medicina! plant species)
r<?s>ev (harmful medicine)

(miracle objects)

The relevant divisions have to be explained and the separating

dimensions have to be ascertained, by analysina the soecific semantic
content.

3.1 LFXEMES INDICATING RITUAL ACTION

The terms "geske" is a blanket term indicating any festival in which
the whole village takes part. The range of "festivals" includes the
main village communal rituals: la, ba, Khometla. The Za-ritual forms
the final act of the Kapsiki year. In it, the initation of boys (guela)
and the first marriage of girls (makwa) are concluded. The time is
just before harvest, after the last rains. The whole village partici-
pâtes in a week of dancing and drinking and many "foreigners" (people
from other villages) are present. The ritual part of i t centers on
the gaela, the feast on the newlyweds. The gaela initiation has started
one month before the coming of the rains. The young initiandi of the
village gather frequently and as a group pass through a series of
rituals and symbolic tests. In all phases they are assisted by little
boys from their clan or ward, and in most instances they serve in the
rituals as a group. Though there is nothing secret about the gwela,
normally few people besides the gaela. and their helpers are present.
The makwa festival, held the same time as the gaela, is much more
public for the people in the village. The core of the festival is a
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two day singing session of the newly wed girls, around which the whole
village gathers. Foreigners are banned from it, for it is a strict
intra-village happening. This is cal led Hhometla festival, after the
mountain where it is held. In the fca-ritual, as in the initiation
and Ïa-rituals, the Kapsiki villages perform in a séquence each one
waiting for its neighbours to finish. The purpose of the fca-ritual
is to chase Death, who is thought of as a person, from thé village.
The women of thé village gather in thé early morning and perform thé
rite, assisted by thé chief blacksmith. Usually no strangers are
présent at thé rite, though thé feast which may cônelüde it often
attracts foreigners to thé village. One rite that is very character-
istic for thé village of Mogodé is the "pel-i va", rainhunt. As by
Mogodé's mythic charter no rainmakers should be consulted, rai n
making in Mogode has a public character. Led by the hunting chief,
all village youth gather in a ritual hunt following a traditional
route. As rains are known to be capricious, ail non-indigenous
éléments -- disturbing factors in any situation for thé Kapsiki —
tend to be banned.

Unlike thé foregoing lexemes, thé remaining three are verbs.
Dserhe melz implies ail behavior pertaining to sacrifice. Ir fact,
i t represents one of thé core ri tua1s in Kpasiki life, that of a
private sacrifice performed on behalf of thé rht, thé household
group inhabiting one compound. Though thé rites are not at all
secret and include a social function (a drinking session of the old
men of thé ward), attendance at thé sacrifice is strictly limited to
thé people concerned. Any other type of sacrifice, done on a jar
belonging to a clan, ward, or village is indicated with dzerhe melt
too. Mpisu, "to spit", is an action possible in a gréât range of
situations. It always implies some kind of a blessing given. The
person performing spits a mouthful of red beer over the one receiving
and gives a verbal blessing. In most instances the présence of other
people is not intrusive at all and it sometimes adds to the ritual.

An opposite category is represented with bedla. The meaning "to
curse" does not imply secrecy and privacy. Though a curse can be
given in private, it must be divulged afterwards. If, for example,
a mother's brother curses his sister's son, he can only do so if he
has ample reason. Transgression on behavioral norms provokes bedla.
Some people should be présent to witness, but nortnally this is
restricted to a few who know about thé relations between thé people
concerned, if only by its timing (mostly during the night).
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The word oerhe is used most frequently in "»cr-he makwa", meaning
the feast at which the clan of the bridegroom célébrâtes the arrivai
of a new bride. Characteristic of this important social function is
the distribution of food and beer, which takes place on a larger
scale than on other occasions. Meat especially, has to be abundant.
The clan of one bridegroom feasts many visitors from their own
village or neighboring ones, and they all gather in and around the
compound for a day of conversation and consumption, in which a number
of rites are performed.

Leaving aside the spécifie content of the rituals, the distinctive
diacritical characteristics can be isolated. Relevant dimensions for
this analysis seem to be:

1) collective action of the village as a whole; collective action in
which an in-group within the village acts; individual action.

2) public versus private attendance. As Kapsiki life tends to be
highly private in many respects (Van Beek 1975), one rightly
expects this dimension to be relevant for the communal rituals,
too. The continuüm reads: pub!ic/non-publi c/private: In the first
instance, anyone is welcome; the second one means that spectators
normally do not show up, though they are not prohibited from
coming as is the case with "private".

Paradigm I

ritual attendance:

ntual done by:

collective:
vil! age

col lec t ive:
in-group

individual :

public

la

revhe

mp-isu

non-public

ba

maxwa
(Khometla)

bedla

"private"

peli va

guela

dzerhe mei t

In this paradigm the criteria for the rows indicate the group of
participants in ritual, while the audience for the performance is found
in the column dimensions. The relevance of this division is indicated
by the fact that other semantic components resul t in the same organ-
isation of this field of lexemes» Thus , essential for any ritual to be
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called verhe is the présence of food for everyone to eat.
In this respect U is the opposite of Za, in which there is plenty

of beer but practically no food whatsoever. The distinction village-

rituals ingroup rituals corresponds with the opposition beer/food. So

the paradigm can be read as follows:

Paradigm Ia

liquid food

solid food

liquid +
solid food

consumption
(male + female)

la

verhe

irtpisu

non-consumption
(female)

ba

maktia
(Rhometla)

bedla

indirect
product i on
(male)

peli va

gwela

dzerhe melt

These column dimensions should be explained. The consumptive side of
la and verhe is clear. Both rituals are "feasts of plenty", in which
it would be a terrible disgrâce to lack beer or food. In the "Rhometla"
festival, the accent is upon singing, not on eating or drinking. In
fact, the girls only get a few calebashes with water and sorae cola-
nuts during their singing days. The fca-ritual is a particular case in
point. Abstention from drinking during and shortly after ritual is
essential for its efficacy.

The guela have to cultivate more than ever during the rainy season
of their initiation; as an integral part of their coming of age, they
have to prove that they are independent cultivators. Any consumption
during awFa-time should be kept private. The productive liquid
aspect of the rain hunt needs no comment.

In the bottom row of the paradigm, the distinction between solid
and liquid food is eliminated, and the relevance of the dimensions
shows less clearly. In mp-isu beer is essential, just as are beer and
sorghum rnush in dzerhe melz, and the ultimate purpose of dserhe melt
is production of food and protection of people. Bedla has no bearing
on food.

The column dimensions in parentheses relate to the sexes dominant
in the ritual action. Peli va and gwela are exclusively male-centered
activities. Dzerhe melt within the compound is mostly performed by the
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médianes are packed into an iron medicine holder, mi 1 >sa.
Miï* > I il i 11 i protects against theft of crops. Knowledge of the exact

process of fabrication »s linnted to one clan in thé village. The same
holds for ir > , lit ;, a conical Shell used by children for playing. One

clan knows how to use it as a medicine aqainst theft. If one is protected
by thèse items a thief will be afflicted by an inflammation which will
only heal if treated by the owner of the medicine.

e"j^ is a much stronger "medicine" which is known to everyone, and
functions in case of debt. If debts are unsettled, thé debtor nsks
loss of his entire family by some kind of epidemie death if thé sekaa.
is put in his compound by thé créditer. As i t is deemed to work in any
kind of debt relation, it traditionally functions as thé central means
for thé enforcement of Kapsiki law.

In many instances in traditional law people swear on spécial objects,
in order to validate their claims. These objects, se^a and shafa, are
associated with death and are deemed very efficace in case of false
testimony. Both sf^wa and sh-ifa are made from well-known materials that
are not hard to find, the process of its fabrication is widely known,
though the shere power of the medici nes makes it a tricky one.
Hwhi and ni^e i are both plant species (Crinum (Am) and CiSoUS
Quandrangulatus) which cure spécifie illnesses. Fach plant is applied
for one illness only. Récognition of thé application is very difficult
and only possible for those workinq with that particular plant spécimen.

ßes^ow is a gênerai term for a very harraful kind of rfê r, used
only for killing. Accusations of possession and use of btsht^u turn

up frequently in village talks, hotly denied by thé accused. People
known to hâve it are forced to live on the outskirts of the village,
if nothing eise can be done about it.

The different kinds of r"; e never are objects of public display,
but only ^t^fo.-* had a négative connotation. The wprd rM̂ e also is
used to indicate a spécifie medicine for any kind of illness. So
,, r v . c - (eyes) means the medicine against conjunctivitis (regardless
of what medicine is used, indigenous or "white man's medicine").

Several very special objects are included under the term "wushi
"îepr; " neolithic remains, stones of a special shape, etc. Each
serves its own spécifie purpose When someone finds one of these, he
must search for its way of application, mostly to secure an endless
sorghum supply or well-being for his cattle. Other people may know
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of the object, but normally do not, and anyway are not very interested
as it can serve only the finder; it is of strictly private utility.
Rituals for the wushi nebele vary greatly. Eventually people can
swear on them, which is considered as binding an oath as any.

In establishing the criteria for this seraantic field, the first
division seeming to be relevant is that between those medicines that
work conditional ly and those that do not. In the first case the
relation between ego and alter or between ego and the object is
relevant for its efficacy. Shafa, sekwa, vhaeredlta, maketlaketla
and wushi nebele all work under spécifie conditions, and in most
instances of social life are quite harmless, while fcueße, ha^gedle,
ba^ua and btsht^u work whenever they are applied, for better for
worse.

A second criterion is whether its application and actual use are
known to a larger circle than thé users or makers themselves.
The application of both criteria results in thé following paradigm:

Paradigm II

Conditionality:

Fabrication and
possession:

Generally Known

known by in-group

known privately

conditional
function

(non-secret
non-public)

°ekua
shafa

rhueredlta
maketlaketla

tiushi mergele

non-conditional
function

(private)

te>eße
ha<)gedle

baryja (+ mblaza)

bsshenu

As thé dimensions in parentheses show, the rfeje in the column
"conditional" are those thé use of which is non-secret and even some-
what public. In any case thé fact of application of those rfewe should
be divulged.

The use of the non-conditional column has to be very private, even
secret; in thé case of tocße, the economie importance of knowing
exactly what plant to use is too great to spread the word around.
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Both haryja and htshtqu are secret, but in the first case the lineaqe
knows about Us existence and has access to its use, while the

existence of l>t.thn)u is known only by Us user, thouqh suspected by

outsiders.
As we are here concerned about the major divisions of this

semantic field, there is no need for going into much detail as to

the further sub-divisions of the cells. In the first row a distinction

"stronq" "weak" could be made, the upper lexemes indicating the strenger

rfcue. The cell "conditional"/"known privately" can also contain the
many unnamed rhut which, though found to be efficacious by single

individuals, have never gained wider acceptance. It should be

recalled that bsshe^u is a genera! name too; each individual has his
own type. Any systematic coraparison was of course out of the question.

Our informants knew only about other people who had iti

4. INTERPRETATION /

What is the relation between the dimensions of paradigms I and II?
In the latter the lexemes indicate primarily objects, while action

séquences are meant in no. I. For our purposes the semantic inalysis

the context is of dominant importance, so we have concentrated on

the use and application of the rhae more than on their material

components.

Paradiqm I

attondance

Paradigm II

Information about application

collect-
t v i ty
v i l l age

in-group

ind iv idua l

publ ic

/ <

verhe

'rrpisu

non-
publ ic

ba

Pthornetla
(makaa)

bedla

private

peli va

gtiela

dzerbe
mei?:

non-
private

sekwa
shafa

rhtieredlsa

wushi
me^ele

private

fe^eße

baryja

btsht^u

genera!

in-group

individual

ritual
participants

information on
fabrication
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As the column dimensions of paradigm II show, the semantic values
used in paradigm II are transpositions of those used in paradigm I.
Going from left to right, there is a genera! shift from collective
to individual, from group to person. The rhwt are means to individual
ends, while the paradigm I items are means for collective ends,
though the collectivities may not be larger than one nuclear family.

With regard to timing in social life, the geske have to be done
at the right time, in the right season, in the right way. Exactly
how is as important as precisely when. Therefore all religious
activities in paradigm I have to be preceded by divination; how they
should be performed is known by any socialised person, but details
and time of the ritual depend on other factors. This is not the case
with r-hat. A Kapsiki décides for himself whether and when to use or
threaten with cekwa, plant a stick with maketlaketla in his sweet
potato field, or search for and eventually use btsh^u. In this hè

is guided by the exigencies of everyday life, his knowledge of the
medicines and his relations with his fellow-Kapsiki. There is no
need to go to a blacksmith-diviner for that.

But in the case of paradigm I, even if the starting date of the
festival is fixed by a stable séquence of festivals held throughout
the Kapsiki teritory as is the case with La and ba, the leading
persons of the village or clan have to consult the diviner in order
to ascertain the last details of the ritual. In all cases of
paradigm I versus paradigm II this distinction is relevant:"surplus

information needed'V'no further information needed". While this
distinction conforms somewhat to a generally used distinction between
religion and magie ("supplication to the will of higher beings'7
"automatic result following action"), the latter formulation does
not suit the type of transformation from the dimensions of paradigm I
to those of paradigm II. Automatism is not present. Moreover in
each and every case there is a way out, and always an alternative
interprétation to give: e.g., the ulcers thought to result from
theft of property protected by rhueredlta can also be caused by
drinking from a spécifie part of the beer of the rhueredlza owner.
Information remains highly ambiguous; nevertheless there is no
divination. The relevant distinction lies in the frequency of the
situations calling for religious action; in the cases of paradigm II
this frequency is much higher than in the first instances. The
Kapsiki uses r-feje in those problem situations deemed normal, which
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he encounters often, perhaps daily. He expects his fellow men to
steal his crops, forget their debts and hè is always aware of the
danger of fighting, carrying his baryaa always on his body. Divination
is reserved for those occasions in which his everyday expérience is
not sufficient -- viz. for those problems not encountered daily:
All cyclical rites cal! for divination and cluster under the geske.
The problems to be solved here are of a much more latent character
than those attacked by rtee: worries over women, children, crops
and genera! health are long-range problems to which the geske address
themselves. As many rites in both domains are private, done by a
smal! in-group, the distinction between communal rites and private
rites which is not relevant, should be replaced by "religion for
special situations"/"religion for normal situations" or "religion
for short-rangé manifest problems'Y'Yeligion for long range latent
problems". Rhwc is everyday religion, thé common-place religion
embodying a highly pragmatic aspect that is an intégral part of any
living religion. This problem-solving aspect is underlined by thé fact
that thé range of rhut is wider than the traditional view of magie:
rfaje incorporâtes médicinal applications as well as "supernatural"
ones, many items for thé seulement of debts and protection against
thé infringements on "sacred privacy": i.e., those situations which,
though occurring frequently, are considered as real problems in
Kapsiki society.

5. CONCLUSION

We have analysed the ritual activities in Kapsiki religion which fall
into two catégories. Both were "emic" units and the internai organ-
isation of thé two groups of action-terms showed considérable
resemblances. The first group consisted of those rituals forming the
core of nos t descriptions of religion: cyclical rites, "rites de
passage", etc. The second group roughly corresponds to thé usual
conception of magical rites. However, an activity such as cursing,
not classed under magical terms, can be considered as more or less
"magical" in content; in Goode's summary of characterics of magie
(1951: 53-54) it fits in quite easily, having a spécifie goal,
individual ends and a situation wherein the performer décides when
and whether to carry out the ritual. ' Returning to thé général
problem posed under 1 and 2, we hâve to evaluate what this ethnoscience
analysis has taught us about thé concepts of religion and magie.
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The lexical subdomains divide the semantic field of religion in a
slightly different way from what the concept of magie would have done.
But this différence can be accounted for. Under certain conditions,
one can hold that the concept of magie has emic properties, i.e. the
division made by the concept of magie is a relevant one, i f some
fields normally excluded from religion are seen as a part of the same
semantic field, i.e. médicinal and légal processes. However, the
spécifie content and interprétation of magie are a different point.
The formal analysis has yielded some hypotheses about the spécifie
content of Kapsiki magie, which can be tested in other cultural
settings. Our analysis showed that magie and religion not only belong
to the same semantic domain but that "magie" présents an immédiate,
pragmatic religious response to normal problem situations. Whereas
"religion" in its narrower sensé only pertains to spécifie situations
with a much more latent problem content. Generalising from thé
analysis one can state: Magic is cotnmonplace religion, "thé religion
of the dirty hands", "religion of Monday". One significant distinction
between thé two fields of action is the use of divination.
Divination tends to be turned to in latent low-frequency problems,
viz. in those situations defined by the society as potential problems.
"Magical" rites solve thé everyday problems, anticipating and reacting
on those behavioral responses of ones fellow men considered as normal.

One of the bias factors in the study of religion has been the
insistence on extraordinary behavior, and -- in magie — a focus on
qui te extreme cases. In a way this has been a survival of the old
"curiosa" héritage of anthropology. Students of religion have tended
to neglect the study of everyday phenomena in human life.

Though the view of religion and magie as a continuüm has been a
step forward (Goode 1951: 53, Norbeck 1961: 35) it still is misleading
as it holds magie to be a marginal case of religion, while in social
life it is one of the central phenomena. After all, man has to live
every day, so commonplace behavior is not trivial at all for a science
of man.
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1. The tendency to isolate the scholar's classification as units of
research is most marked in the worked of the phenomenologists. The
taMe o* contents of van der Leeuw's "Phaenomenologie der Religion"
makes this clear: "Heiliges Wasser und Feuer; Die heilige Oberwelt;
Die heilige Mitwelt; Die Tiere; Wille und Gestalt; Die Gestalt der
Mutter" (van der Leeuw 1933 cited in van Baal 1971: 90).

2. The concepts of "emic" and "etic" have been developed by Pike (Pike
1954). It is coined front the terms phonemic and phonetic. Emic
properties are intrinsic to the System äs a System, diacritically
functioning as specifiers of the internally valid distinctions within
the System. These properties are results of the analysis and cannot
be observed directly. "Etic" properties are observable for any out-
sider, and are not System spécifie. Thus phonetic éléments (sound
patterns) can be heard, taped and reproduced, while phonèmes function
only in separating lexemes with different semantic values. They have
no semantic value of their own, but merely serve to separate words.
This function is called diacritiaal.
Apart from thé directly observable behavior, concepts and classif-
acations that do not dérive from thé System under study are called
"etic" too.

3. Research on the Kapsiki and Higi has been carried out from February
1972 through August 1973, and has been made possible by a grant from
thé Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical Research
(W 52-91). The name Kapsiki will be used for both parts of the tribe.
The notation of Kapsiki terms follows thé orthography set up by thé
joint alphabétisation programs in the Kapsiki area.

4. The démarcation of the four major subdomains as presented has been
made by a special field technique. One of my informants, Sini Kwada
Heru, has performed a card sorting test on thé relevant lexemes,
after first helping establish thé total field of lexemes associated
with religion. Dubious catégorisation has been checked with other
informants, but this type of terminology presented few problems in
classification, and agreement was easily reached. This type of field
technique is an example of thé général tendency in ethnoscience to
involve thé informants in thé analysis of the data.

5. The absence of Kapsiki blanket terms for thé subdomains présents no
problem as to their envie status. Analyses of folk taxonomies have
shown that a taxonomy can contain many non-labelled taxa, especially
non-terminal taxa, i.e. in thé higher levels of abstraction (Berlin,
Breedlove, & Raven 1968).

6. Goode's 11 characteristics of magical rites can be sunmarized in four
major aspects (Goode 1951):
- Goal: concrète, individual and eventually anti-social.
- Attitude: manipulative, unemotional.
- Rôles: professional décides where, when and whether to carry out the

ri tuai.
- Action: privately, with a major concern for thé technical side (in
case of failure another technique is tried).
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